Please Join Us!
Noël Francine Kepler

Register to attend today:
community.engagement@millersville.edu
or by calling 717-871-7622

Title: Leadership and Communication
Topic: Interpersonal Communications for Team Building
Target Audience: All Levels - Student

Abstract:
This presentation will emphasize the importance of developing communication skills. The presentation is designed to be engaging for the audience, using several exercises that participants can perform from their seats. Walking through 3 sections of information, including Communication Basics for Leadership, Self-Evaluation, Planning for Effective Communications, participants will walk away from the presentation with an actionable set of information to add to their soft skills tool box.

This version of the workshop is intended to be delivered over 90 minutes with no breaks.

Objectives:
- Provide a clear definition for leadership communication
- Provide a self-evaluation tool for communication skill development
- Provide tactics and strategies for effective communications

Take-Away Items:
- Tool for constant personal evaluation and personal planning for both career and personal life
- A resource list for communication skill development

Speaker Biography:
Noël Kepler is a 20-year veteran of communications working in crisis communications, public affairs, corporate communications, government affairs, community engagement and most recently, non-profit communications. A nationally recognized speaker, Noël is a member of the International Association of Business Communicators, the International Association of Emergency Managers, and the Project Management Institute. She holds a Master’s Degree in Public Affairs, a Bachelor’s Degree in Organizational Management, and is a 2011 Disaster Science Fellow from the Emergency Management Academy.
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